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JAMAICA 

Image Lot Type Description Est $ Real $ 

   Pre-adhesive letters and Handstamp    

 1224  1776 E.L. to London with talismanic endorsements for ‘The Grantham’ 
Packet. showing ‘IAMAICA’ (J3) *, though a little overinked. Slightly 
stained  

$60 85.00 

 1225  1778 entire letter to London endorsed ‘Inland Post Pd 7d’ showing on 
reverse a legible ‘LACOVIA’ followed by star (T2) and a good ‘JAMAICA’ 
below, the latter a type apparently unrecorded by Foster showing the 
central ‘V’ of ‘M’ shallow and not extending to the base of the other 
letters. Rare  

$100 150.00 

 1226   a similar letter from the same correspondence in 1791, the ‘LACOVIA’ 
[T2] partly inked-in and with ‘IAMAICA’ (J2) almost *** 

$100 130.00 

 1227  1793 E L. (in French) from Kingston to Philadelphia rated ‘25 and 
showing BALT. oc 27’ ** to *** 

$60 75.00 

Photo 1228  1799 E.L. from Kingston to Glasgow showing JAMAICA/ 26 JUN 99’ (J4) 
and red Inspector's crown for change of rate.  

$75 100.00 

 1229  1806-22 E. and E.L. showing ‘JA’ handstamps (T3) of ‘MONTEGO BAY’, 
‘MORANT BAY’, ‘SPANISH TOWN’ (3a) and ‘GREEN ISLAND’ ** to 
*****, also showing ‘JAMAICA’ fleuron d.s. Some faults  

$125 240.00 

Photo  1230  1813 E.L. from Bluefields to England ‘p. Diana Packet’ showing, across 
the join, faint fleuron d.s. and ‘ROBINS RIVER / JA’ (T3) ** to ***. 

$85 170.00 

 1231  1829-58 E. and E.L., a selection including T4a,types of ‘MANCHIONEAL’ 
in red (rare) and ‘LUCEA’, and P2 c.d.s. of ‘BATH’ (in blue), ‘FLINT 
RIVER’ and ‘PORT MORANT’; mainly ** to ***. (6)  

$125 240.00 

Photo 1232  1843 E, from Black River (with c.d.s. P2) to Bewdley re-directed to 
Gloucester with the addition of a G.B. 1d. red showing rates of ‘1/-’ and 
‘Paid 8d’ deleted. Unusual and attractive.  

$80 130.00 

 1233  1866 insurance circular used locally at Kingston showing unframed ‘TOO 
LATE’ (TL3') ***  

$60 120.00 

   Ship Letters    

Photo 1234  1808 E.L. from Rock River to Dundee with oval ‘Ship 
Letter/Crown/JAMAICA’ (SL1) .** though crossed by filing crease.  

$80 150.00 

Photo 1235  1845 E. from Colombia to London showing oval framed 
‘OCANA/FRANCA’, two strikes of the unframed ‘JAMAICA/SHIP 
LETTER’ (SL5), one .** and, on reverse, c.d.s. of Kingston.  

0$140, 450.00 

Photo 1236  1845 E.L. from Philadelphia to May Hill showing framed ‘Falmouth / SHIP 
LETTER’ (SL8) ** to *** with c.d.s. on reverse. Only one example 
recorded by Foster.  

$600 600.00 

Photo 1237  1848 E.L. from Salem to Mandeville showing light red ‘PAID’ and 
‘SALEM/N.C’ c.d.s., the latter partly overstruck by framed ‘Savanna La 
Mar / SHIP LETTER’ (SL8) ** to ***. Only one example recorded by 
Foster.  

$750 900.00 

Photo 1238  1861 E.L. from New York to Kingston bearing US 10c green (2) and 
showing unframed ‘JAMAICA / SHIP LETTER’ (SL5) ** to *** Scarce and 
attractive. 

$400 650.00 

Photo 1239  1873 E.L. from Colon to Kingston ‘Per West India', showing the scarce 
octagonal framed ‘SHIP LETTER' (SL10) almost ***. A little stained and 
creased.  

$180 220.00 

   ‘Paid’ handstamps   

 1240  1834 E.L. from Kingston to Edinburgh with c.d.s. ‘JAMAICA/PAID’ (PD 3) 
and also showing boxed ‘½’ in green of Falmouth, and 1852 E.L. from St. 
Anns Bay to London with ‘JAMAICA/PAID (PD 5) and, on the flap, 
‘CLAREMONT’ c.d.s. , both crossed by filing crease; mainl'** to *** 

$80 80.00 

Photo 1241  1847 E. from Mandeville to London with ‘MANDEVILLE /PAID/ (PD 13) 
and c.d.s, ‘JAMAICA/PAID’. Ex Urwick and the sole example recorded by 
Foster.  

$750 1600.00 

Photo 1242  1849 E.L. from Montego Bay to Spanish Town showing circular framed 
‘PAID/8d’ (PD 14) in red, almost *** apart from a small worm hole. Eight 
examples recorded by Foster.  

$160 220.00 

Photo 1243  1849 E. from Montego Bay to London with circular framed ‘PAID/1s 2D’ in 
red (similar to PD 14) and c.d.s. ‘KINGSTON JAMAICA / PAID’ 
alongside. Unrecorded by Foster and the only example known to us.  

$500 1600.00 

   ‘COMMERCIAL ROOMS’ and Forwarding Agents   
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Photo 1244  1824 E.L. from Havana to ‘H.M. Schooner Renegade, Jamaica’ showing 
unframed ‘COMMERCIAL ROOMS /KINGSTON JAMAICA’ (CR4) almost 
***. 

$180 280.00 

Photo 1245  1825 E. (creased) from Guayaquil, Ecuador to Providence, Rhode Island, 
via Panama (with forwarding endorsement of MacGregor, Harding and 
Wilson), Jamaica (unframed ‘COMMERCIAL ROOMS’ (CR 6)) and New 
York (c.d.s. and ‘SHIP’, both in red).  

$170 375.00 

Photo 1246  1833 E. from St. Thomas to London showing, on the reverse, circular 
framed ‘COMMERCIAL /BUILDING /KINGSTON/JAMAICA’ (CR 7) 
mainly ** to ***. and step type ‘FALMOUTH / SHIP LETTER’, the latter, in 
red, overstruck by London arrival d.s.  

$100 75.00 

Photo 1247  1843 E.L. from Cuba to London, showing on the reverse, large oval 
framed ‘Received & Forwarded/BY/DARRELL & BARCLAY/KINGSTON 
JAMAICA’ (FAC 4) mainly *** with ‘KINGSTON/JAMAICA’ c.d.s. 
alongside.  

$200 300.00 

 1248  1844 envelope to Scotland complete with enclosure from Ramble 
showing forwarding endorsement of Marlow & La Bichey. Kingston, 1850 
E. from Colombia to Panama via St. Thomas (British P.O. c.d.s.) and 
Kingston (endorsement of J. A. (Garcia del Rio), and 1828 E. to London, 
probably from Mexico, via Kingston and endorsed ‘Came unsealed to 
G.P.O. London’  

$150 350.001 

Photo 1249  1851 E.L. from Cartagena to New York endorsed ‘via Panama’ and 
showing framed ‘FORWARDED BY / J. A. GARCIA DEI, RIO/ 
KINGSTON, JAMAICA’ (FAC 5) ***. Scarce.  

$200 200.00 

   Transit Handstamps    

Photo 1250  1826 E. from Mexico City to London showing red ‘FRANCO HAS/TA EL 
PUERTO’, unframed ‘Oz. at 12/- per Oz’ and the rare ‘MEXICO’ fleuron 
(TR 1) in purple. mainly *** but partly affected by staining.  

$300 400.00 

Photo 1251  1837 E. to London from the U.S. Legation at Bogota with forwarding 
endorsement of the U.S. Vice-Consulate at Cartagena and showing the 
rare ‘CARTHAGENA’ fleuron (TR 2). mainly ** to *** in deep purple.  

$350 475.001 

Photo 1252  a similar strike (‘CARTHAGENA’ fleuron (TR 2)) but in bright vermilion on 
1840 E.L. from Ocana to London, endorsed by a forwarding agent at 
Santa Marta.  

$350 550.001 

   Great Britain used in Jamaica    

Photo 1253  BATH: 6d. pair (both defective) on 1858 envelope (opened out and flap 
missing) to Derby, England cancelled by P2a c.d.s. overcancelled by two 
strikes of the ‘A01’ with K8 c.d.s. on reverse. This item is listed in Foster 
(page 133). A rare example of the usage of the c.d.s. prior to the arrival of 
the numeral obliterators.  

$350 260.00 

Photo 1254  BLACK RIVER: 4d. (wing margin) on 1859 entire to Savannah La Mar 
clearly cancelled ‘A30’ with fair P2a c.d.s. on reverse. Vertical filing 
crease barely affects stamp.  

$100 240.00 

Photo 1255  BLACK RIVER: 6d. on part 1859 entire (front and back only) to Kingston 
cancelled by a legible three-quarter strike of the P2a c.d.s. (year above 
month and day) with K8 c.d.s. on reverse. Entire with some faults 
nevertheless a rare item and not one of the three items recorded by 
Foster.  

$400 475.00 

 1256  BUFF BAY: 6d. (small corner defect) cancelled ‘A32’ and ‘FALMOUTH’; 
4d. cancelled ‘A39’ both fine strikes 

$80 100.00 

Photo 1257  DRY HARBOUR: 4d. cancelled by superb 'A36' fine and rare $150 280.00 

 1258  FALMOUTH: 4d. (wing margin) with P10b c.d.s. (town name and date 
very clear) SAVANNAH-LA-MAR: 4d. with large part clear P2b c.d.s. 

$80 80.00 

Photo 1259  GAYLE: 1d. strip of three cancelled  'A41’ twice, fine and rare.  $180 425.00 

Photo 1260  GOSHEN: 1d. pair (one defective) and 4d. (wing marin) on piece each 
cancelled ‘A44’ with P2a cds and Kingston (K8) cds alongside. The 1d 
pair lifted and replaced (not in original position). Listed as unique in 
Foster. 

$120 110.00 

Photo 1261  GOSHEN: 6d. pair each neatly cancelled ‘A44’ on 1860 entire letter to 
Liverpool with P11 cds alongside and Kingston (K8) c.d.s. on reverse. 
This is the only cover with this rate recorded by Foster. 

$300 325.00 

 1262  GOSHEN: 6d. cancelled ‘A01’ on 1858 part entire (front and back only) 
showing faint P2a c.d.s. alongside (affected by filing crease), rare  

$250 240.00 
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Photo 1263  GOSHEN: 6d. cancelled ‘A44’ on 1859 entire letter headed ‘Black River’ 
to Kingston with P11 c.d.s. alongside and Kingston arrival c.d.s. (K8) on 
reverse.  

$120 200.00 

Photo 1264  GRANGE HILL: 4d. pair (one defective) cancelled ‘A45’ on 1859 entire to 
Kingston showing barely legible P2a c.d.s. on obverse and Kingston 
c.d.s. (K9) on reverse 

$150 160.00 

Photo 1265  HOPE BAY: 4d. (wing margin) cancelled by superb ‘A48’.  $70 220.00 

Photo 1266  KINGSTON: 1d. and 4d. wing margin pair and neatly cancelled ‘A01’ on 
1860entire letter from Santa Marta, Columbia to Bordeaux, showing K8 
cds alongside An unusual rate, rare and attractive.  

 525.00 

 1267  KINGSTON: 4d. (2) on 1859 and 1860 entire letters from the same 
correspondence to Mandeville Post Office, the first cancelled ‘A01’ with 
K9 c.d.s. alongside, the second cancelled by 02 duplex with code ‘2B’ 
each with fair Mandeville c.d.s. (P8) on reverse  

$100 280.00 

Photo 1268  KINGSTON: 6d. pair cancelled by a clear fairly complete strike of the twin 
type 03 duplex.  

$100 220.00 

Photo 1269  KINGSTON: 1883 10/- on small piece tied by clear ‘KINGSTON 
/JAMAICA’ c.d.s. Rare. And 1898 cover to England with 1d. and 2d., 
each cancelled by Kingston c.d.s. and showing framed ‘PAQUEBOT’ ***. 

$160 190.00 

Photo 1270  LILLIPUT: 6d (wing margin) twice (once lightly) cancelled ‘A49’ on large 
piece showing a fine strike of the rare P9a c.d.s. with code ‘O’ above date 
and Kingston (K8) cds, only two examples of both the ‘A49’ on 6d. on 
piece Foster and the P9a cds recorded by Foster.  

$80 70.00 

Photo 1271  LUCEA: 4d pair each clearly cancelled ‘A51’ on 1859 piece showing P6 
and Kingston (K8) cds alongside  

$120 220.00 

Photo 1272  MANDEVILLE: 4d cancelled ‘A53’ on 1859 entire to Kingston showing 
Kingston (K8) cds alongside and P8 c.d.s. on reverse.  

$100 90.00 

Photo 1273  MAY HILL: 1d. pair and 4d. each lightly cancelled ‘A54’ with Kingston 
(K9) c.d.s. alongside and small part P2a, -c.d.s. in one corner.  

$120 110.00 

Photo 1274  MILE GULLY: 1d. pair (one defective) and 4d. cancelled ‘A55’ twice on 
1859 entire letter to Kingston Post Office showing on reverse the very 
rare P9a c.d.s. and Kingston (K8) c.d.s. This is the earliest of the two 
covers with this rate recorded by Foster. Rare and attractive.  

$280 280.00 

Photo 1275  MONTEGO BAY: 1d. rejoined pair sharing superb central ‘A57’  $140 280.00 

Photo 1276  OCHO RIOS: 4d. (wing margin) lightly cancelled by P3 c.d.s. 
overcancelled ‘01’ on small piece endorsed ‘pd 4’.  

$90 170.00 

Photo 1277  PORT ANTONIO: 4d., two pairs and lightly cancelled ‘A64’ on 1859 entire 
letter (189x89 mm.) to Kingston (heavy filing crease). This is the only 
cover with this rate recorded by Foster. Rare.  

$350 450.00 

 1278  PORT MARIA: 4d. cancelled ‘A66’ on 1859 entire to Kingston showing a 
fair strike Of the P3 and Kingston (K8) c.d.s. on reverse  

$70 170.00 

Photo 1279  PORUS: 4d. (wing margin) cancelled ‘A68’ on 1859 entire to Kingston 
showing P5a (code ‘A’ below year date) c.d.s. on reverse and Kingston 
(P9) c.d.s. on obverse.  

$120 425.00 

Photo 1280  RAMBLE: 1d. pair and 4d. twice cancelled 'A69’ on piece showing the 
very rare P10a c.d.s. (no known items listed in Foster) and Kingston (K8) 
cds. This make up of franking is unrecorded in Foster and is probably 
unique  

$350 300.00 

Photo 1281  RIO BUENO: 6d. crisply cancelled ‘A70’ on small piece with P11 c.d.s. 
alongside. Rare 

$80 160.00 

Photo 1282  RODNEY HALL: 4d. cancelled by very fine ‘A71’ on piece (some 
reinforcing) showing partially legible P6 c.d.s. (all date slugs inverted) and 
Kingston (K8) c.d.s.  

$125 110.00 

Photo 1283  ST ANNS BAY: 1d. (with major portion of another at left) cancelled by a 
superb almost complete strike of the P3 c.d.s. dated ‘0 FE/1859’, fine and 
rare. 

$250 220.00 

 1284  ST ANNS BAY: 6d. (wing margin) clearly cancelled by almost complete 
‘A73’ and small part c.d s. in red in one corner. Scarce  

$75 70.00 

 1285  SALT GUT: 4d. with light ‘A74’ and MORANT BAY: 6d. with very fine 
‘A59’  

$75 110.00 

Photo 1286  SAVANNAH-LA-MAR: 6d. cancelled ‘A75’ on 1859 entire (165x87 mm.) 
to London showing a fair strike of the P2b c.d.s. on obverse. Heavy filing 
crease not affecting stamp or c.d.s.  

$100 100.00 
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Photo 1287  SPANISH TOWN: 4d. vertical pair each cancelled ‘A76’ on piece 
(192X56 mm.) with another strike alongside and showing P2b c.d.s., 
three vertical creases, one affecting c.d.s.  

$125 90.00 

Photo   VERE: 1/- cancelled by a fine ‘A78’. Rare. $225 500.00 

Photo 1289  1861 E. from Kingston to Edinburgh bearing 6d. dull lilac neatly cancelled 
‘41’ in transit at London. with c.d.s. ‘SOUTHAMPTON/PACKET LETER’ 
*** alongside. Unusual.  

$175 200.00 

Photo 1290  1865 envelope from Gordon Town to an officer with the 77th Regt. at 
Bareilly, India bearing 1d., 4d. and 6d. pair each cancelled ‘A42’ (c.d.s. 
on reverse) and showing red h.s. ‘1d’ and manuscript ‘1/4’. Some minor 
faults but very colourful and attractive. 

$350 300.00 

 1291  1877 ‘Penitentiary’ 1d. postcard from Spanish Town to Mount Charles, 
via Kingston, showing c.d.s. of all three places, ** to ***. Scarce and 
attractive  

$50 75.00 

 1292  1881-94, a selection of postal stationery cards with cancellations 
including ‘A42’, ‘A59’ (2) and ‘A66’. one showing temporary rubber d.s. 
‘SPRING HILL/ JAMAICA’ struck on arrival and another has framed 
‘ADVERTISED’ with tombstone d.s. ‘RETURNED/LFTTER BRANCH / 
JAMAICA’. Some faults and one has had a stamp removed. (5)  

$75 100.00 

 1293  1891 envelope from Plantain Garden River to Scotland bearing 1889 1d. 
(4) each clearly cancelled ‘A62’. a little ragged and torn, and 1894 
envelope from South Australia to New York showing 
‘JAMAICA/TRANSIT’ (TR9), mainly ***  

$100 110.00 

Photo 1294  1896 -½d. postcard to Kingston cancelled by rectangular temporary 
rubber d.s. ‘BARTON'S/JAMAICA’ .***.  

$75 110.00 

Photo 1295  a similar card (½d. postcard) to Montego Bay cancelled by boxed 
‘HECTORS RIVER/JAMAICA’ with manuscript ‘6/1/98’ 

$85 150.00 
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